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Alpha transfer reaction '60(' C,SBes, )20Ne:
Key process in the ' C('60,a) reaction
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The u-transfer reaction on ' 0 was measured using a ' C beam at 109 MeV. The reaction mecha-
nism shows characteristics of a direct a-transfer process with a preferential high-spin population.
However, the comparison with the '. 0(' C, Be) Ne reaction at 105 MeV, which was reported as a
direct transfer reaction, shows large differences in the angular distributions and relative cross sec-
tions inside the same band. In order to understand those differences, both data were analyzed using
the exact finite-range distorted-wave Born approximation code with the same method and parame-
ters assuming a direct a-cluster transfer. The calculated results showed qualitative agreement with
the data.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Recently, we reported on the origin of prominent struc-
tures in the singles a spectrum of the ' C(' O,a) reaction
for incident energies of about 145 MeV. ' In a previous
publication, we had speculated that the structures were re-
lated to the direct population of known high-spin nuclear
molecular states in the ' C+ ' C system. However, re-
sults from a-' C coincidence measurements and a study of
the incident energy dependence of the ' C(' O,a) reaction
cast considerable doubt on this explanation. 3 6 In Ref. 1,
we pointed out that most of the structures observed in the
singles spectra can be explained as arising from the
sequential a decay of Ne* which is excited by an a pick-
up from the ' C target. Also we noted that the target
dependence of the (' O,a) reaction could be attributed to
the difference of the a-pickup cross section from the tar-
get nuclei. In order to confirm this, we measured the
' 0(' C, Be) Ne reaction and corn.pared the results to
those from the ' 0(' C, Be) Ne reaction. The prelimi-
nary results in Ref. 1 showed that the ' 0(' C, Be) Ne
reaction at E(' C)= 105 MeV (Ref. 8) and the
'60(' N, ' B) Ne reaction at E(' N)=155 MeV (Ref. 9)
have substantially smaller cross section to high-spin states
in Ne* than the ' 0(' C, Be) Ne reaction at
E(' C)=109 MeV. This difference clearly supported our
interpretation.

Generally the transfer reactions at an incident energy of
approximately 10 MeV/nucleon are thought to be dom-
inated by a direct mechanism. In this paper, we report
the complete results of our measurement of the
' 0(' C, Be) Ne reaction and compare them with the re-
sults from a measurement of the ' 0(' C, Be) Ne reac-
tion. A distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA)
analysis is presented based upon a direct a-cluster transfer
reaction mechanism. Since angular distributions for the
' 0(' N, ' B) Ne reaction are not available, this reaction
was not included in the present comparison.

The measurements were performed with a 109.4 MeV
'2C3+ beam from the Texas AScM University 228 cm cy-
clotron. The incident beam energy was chosen so that the
' C+' 0 system would have the same center-of-mass en-
ergy as in the ' C(' O, a) reaction at E(' 0)=145 MeV.
A self-supporting natural Alz03 foil of 150 pg/cm was
used as the ' 0 target. Background from the Al was in-
vestigated by using a 130pg/cm Al target in place of the
A1203 foil. Also a 130 pg/cm natural silica (SiO) target
was inserted in order to confirm that none of the observed
peaks were due to a Si contaminant in the A1203 target.

The outgoing Be particles were measured by detecting
the coincidence of the two a particles from the breakup
using two counter telescopes consisting of 200 pm hE and
1.5 mm E silicon surface barrier detectors. The thickness
of the b,E detectors was chosen so that they would stop
the elastically scattered ' C ions. Absorber foils were not
used in front of the b,E detectors in order to preserve the
energy resolution in the Be spectra. Two telescopes col-
limated by circular slits were set together as close as possi-
ble in order to get a reasonably large detection efficiency.
The typical full-cone angle for Be breakup was approxi-
mately 4'. The actual separation of the telescopes was
3.4. Both telescopes had angular acceptance of +0.9',
which corresponds to an energy resolution of about 300
keV. The two detectors were installed perpendicular to
the reaction plane in order to measure Be events at for-
ward angles.

The detection efficiency of our system was calculated as
a function of Be energy following Ref. 10. For our
geometry we calculated that the effective solid angle
ranged from 0.07 to 0.08 msr for the energies of interest.
The energy calibration was obtained from elastic scatter-
ing of ' C on ' 0 and Al targets. The calibration was
then checked by comparing the calculated energies to
well-known levels populated in Ne. From this compar-
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ison we estimated that the ambiguity in the energy cali-
bration was less than +100 keV.

Event processing was performed with conventional
electronics. Signals from each detector stack correspond-
ing to ~& and E, and time interval between the signals
from two E detectors were recorded event by event on
magnetic tape by an on-line VAX 11/780 computer and
were then analyzed off-line. Data were collected at the
four angles 5', 7.5', 10', and 12,8'. Based upon our esti-
mates of uncertainties in beam integration, target thick-
ness, and solid angle, the uncertainty in the absolute cross
sections was about 20%.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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FIG. 1. Energy spectrum of Be detected at 10. The peaks
are identified by their energies, and J and K values if previ-
ously known. The dashed curve indicates the detector efficiency
as a function of the Be energy and corresponds to the right-
hand scale in the figure.
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Figure 1 shows a typical Be spectrum from the A1203
target along with a spectrum from the Al target at the
same laboratory angle. The vertical scaling has been ad-
justed so that the peak heights in both spectra correspond
to approximately the same cross section for the

Al{' C, Be) reaction. It is clear from the data on the Al
target that the Al(' C, Be) reaction does not contribute
any distinct peaks to the spectrum from the A1203 target.
Several sharp peaks are observed from the composite tar-
get which correspond to levels excited by the' 0(' C, Be) Ne reaction. Excitation energies, spins, and
parities for the states identified in the figure are taken
from Ref. 11. Excited states at 24.21, 25.67, and 28.1

MeV, which were observed as resonances in the elastic a
scattering from an ' 0 target' and from the
' 0( Li,d)2 Ne reaction, ' are not visible in our spectra.

Among the more than 150 known excited states of Ne
below E„( Ne) =25 MeV, the (' C, Be}reaction preferen-
tially populates members of the K =01+, 0, and 0&+

bands. These bands are well described in the SU(3) model
by the (A, p)=(8 0), (9 0), and (12 0) representation,
respectively. Considering their structures, we would
indeed expect states from these bands to be populated by a
direct a-transfer reaction. States at 21.08 and 22.87 MeV
which are both populated have been identified as 9 and
are candidates for the 9 member of the 0 band. Simi-
larly two 8+ states are populated at 15.88 and 17.30 MeV
which are likely candidates for the 8+ member of the 04+

band. We do not observe the 5 state at 8.45 MeV which
has been reported in the ( Li,d) reaction at E( Li) =75.4
MeV, ' the ( Li,t) reaction at E( Li)=38 MeV, ' and the
(' 0,' C) reaction at E(' 0)=68 MeV. ' This 5 level is
a member of E =2 band with a 5p-lh structure and
should not be populated by a direct a-transfer reaction
but rather would arise from a compound or multistep pro-
cess involving a lp-lh excitation of the ' 0 core. The ab-
sence of this state suggests that we do not have significant
contributions coming from these processes. In fact, a
Hauser-Feshbach calculation using the program STATIS
(Ref. 17) with the parameters that were employed to
analyze the ' C(' O,a) reactions' indicates that the yield
of Be from evaporation of the compound nucleus Si is
at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the actual
cross section which we observed. It is interesting to note
that the population of the I( =0 band is surprisingly
large in the (' C, Be) reaction. Indicative of that are
states at 5.79 (1 ), 7.17 (3 ), and 10.26 (5 ) MeV which
are clearly populated in the (' C, Be) reaction but were
not observed in (' C, Be) (Ref. 8) and (' N, ' B) (Ref. 9) re-
actions.

A more detailed comparison of the present
' 0(' C, Be) Ne reaction and the ' 0(' C, Be) Ne reac-
tion is presented in Figs. 2 and 3. We can note several
features from this comparison. First, as the excitation en-
ergy in the residual Ne increases, the difference between
the absolute cross sections of the two reactions becomes
significantly enhanced. In fact, the (' C, Be) reaction
yield to the 11.95(8+) MeV state is about four times that
seen in the (' C, Be) reaction, while the yield to the lower
lying states at 1.63 (2+) and 8.78 (6+) MeV are compar-
able. Second, the angular distributions for the (' C, Be)
reaction to high-spin states seem to be more forward
peaked than those from the (' C, Be) reaction. This
feature is very prominent in the angular distribution from
the 11.95 (8+) MeV state. Third, the population of the
22.87 (9 ) MeV state is quite weak in the (' C, Be) reac-
tion in contrast to the rather strong population by the
(' C, Be) reaction.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to understand the differences between the
(' C, Be) and (' C, Be) reactions, exact ' finite range
DWBA calculations were carried out for the two reactions
using the revised version of the code SATURN-MARS {Ref.
18) and assuming a one-step a-cluster transfer. A minor
modification was made to the code since the a-transfer re-
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FIG. 2. The ' 0(' C, Be) Ne angular distributions. The solid curves are the results of the EFR-DWBA calculation.

action is more nonlocal than the one-nucleon transfer re-
action process T. he post form was used consistently in
the present analysis, but the Coulomb terms in the interac-
tion' were not taken into account.

Most of states observed in the reactions are in the con-
tinuum since they lie above the cz-decay threshold in Ne.
In the calculations that were performed, wave functions
for the continuum states were replaced by bound state
wave functions using a binding energy of 0.1 MeV. The
appropriate experimental Q value was used for each cal-
culation. Radial wave functions for the a- Be or a- Be
and a-' 0 systems were calculated using a %"oods-Saxon

potential with the parameters R =1.2A '~ fm, where A is
the mass number of the core nucleus, and a =0.65 fm.
The same radius was used for the Coulomb potential. The
potentia1 depth was adjusted to reproduce the binding en-

ergy of the a cluster in the a-core system. The number of
nodes N for the radial wave functions was determined by
the harmonic oscillator relation

2N+L = g(2n;+1;},

where L is the angular momentum of the a cluster in the
projectile or final state and n; and 1; are the number of
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TABLE I. Optical potentials used in the DWBA analysis. The form factors are Woods-Saxon type.

R =ra(A~ '+ A,' '), unless ro is indicated as negative, in which case R =
~
ro

~
A,' '.

Channel

C+G
Be+ Ne

V
(MeV)

65.5
190.0

(fm)

1.02
—1.30

QR

{fm)

0.731
0.720

8'
(MeV)

45.0
45.0

{fm)

1.035
—1.300

(fm)

0.600
1.200

rc
(fm)

1.25
—1.30

nodes and orbital angular momentum of the four nucleons
with respect to the core, respectively. The actual values
for N and L were taken from the SU(3) model; for the
K =0&+, 0, and 04+ bands in Ne we have 2N +I.=8, 9,
and 12, respectively, and (N, L) values for the ' C and ' C
are (2,0) and (1,2), respectively. Since the 9 member of
the 0 band and the 8+ member of the Oq band have not
been conclusively identified, we assumed the candidates
mentioned above for these states and used the appropriate
(N, L) values. With these values, we obtained a-cluster
wave functions for Ne which were quite similar to those
found by Buck et al. , who had used the extreme cluster
model with a double folding potential. The positions of
the nodes were well reproduced, but there was still an ap-
preciable difference in their asymptotic behavior, particu-
larly for the high-lying high-spin state wave functions.
The optical potential parameters for calculating the dis-
torted waves which were kept the same for both reactions
were obtained from Ref. 8 and are listed in Table I. We
found that the calculated cross sections varied as a func-
tion of the optical parameters in both the entrance and
exit channels so that the absolute values were not reliable.
Even though the relative cross sections for members
within the same band are quite insensitive to the optical
parameters, changes in the %foods-Saxon potential param-
eters used for producing radial wave functions of the a-
core systems significantly affect the relative a-
spectroscopic factors even within the same band.
Nevertheless, using the same potential parameters and the
same method for the analyses of the two reactions should
allow us to determine if the DWBA formalism can ac-

count for the major differences between the two reactions.
The results of the DWBA calculations are compared

with the experimental angular distributions in Figs. 2 and
3. The calculations have been normalized to the experi-
mental results; no correction for the finite angular open-
ing has been taken into account in the comparison.
Overall the theoretical calculations do a reasonable job of
accounting for the measured angular distributions. We
have included in Table II values for the spectroscopic fac-
tors S2, for each state from the normalization factor
S1S2 assuming Kurath's values ' for Sl of 0.5567 and
0.4066 for the ' C and ' C ground states, respectively. As
we noted above, the absolute a-spectroscopic factors are
not reliable because of the variation in the predicted cross
section with optical model parameters, while the ratios of
spectroscopic factors in the Table II are rather insensitive
to those parameters.

If both reactions are dominated by a direct a-cluster
transfer which can be described by the DWBA calcula-
tions, the ratio of the a-spectroscopic factors to the same
state should be equal to unity. From the results given in
the Table II, it is clear that the ratios are close to unity for
the low lying states, but they gradually deviate from unity
as the excitation energy increases. This deviation might
be partially coming from the poor description of the a-
cluster wave function for the highly excited state, which
we mentioned before. Indeed if we use a Woods-Saxon
potential with the parameters R =1.2A '~ fm and a = 1.1

fm, which can produce a slightly better wave function at
the asymptotic region for the 7 state, the ratios of the
a-spectroscopic factors to the 7 and 9 states are im-

TABLE II. Spectroscopic factors for the states of Ne.

1.63
4.25
8.78

11.95

2+
4+
6+
8+

(l2C 8Be)
A

0.44
0.18
0.69
1.59

(13C 9Be)
8

0.31
0.50
0.75
0.97

Ratio
A/8

1.42
0.36
0.92
1.64

5.78
7.17

10.26
15.34
21.08
22.87

3

7
9
9

1.46
0.36
0.27
1.17
8.56
7.76

0.55
1.38

2.13
6.20

12.59
15.88
17.30

6+
8+
8+

0.09
0.23
0.53

0.07
0.10
0.15

1.23
2.34
3.52
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proved about 10%%uo. Clearly it is desirable to carry out the
DWBA calculation using a realistic and microscopic u
wave function. It should be noted that the present
DWBA calculation predicts that the (' C, Be) reaction to
the 9 state has about six times larger cross section than
the ('3C,sBe} reaction to the 9 state at 0, m =10', though
this value is still not enough to explain the actual differ-
ence. Overall the DWBA formalism seems to work
reasonably well in predicting the differences between the
two reactions. However, it is not clear why the (' C, Be)
reaction does not populate the 9 state at E„=22.87
MeV. In a recent compilation, this state was identified
as a member of the E =0 band. Based upon this as-
signment, the DWBA calculations suggest that the cross
section to the 9 state should be comparable to the cross
section to the 7 state at E„=15.34 MeV for both
(' C, Be) and (' C, Be) reactions. Further investigations
appear to be required to resolve this puzzle.

high-spin members of the rotational bands in Ne. The
present reaction showed more than a factor of 5 enhance-
ment in cross section over the ' 0(' C, Be) Ne reaction
at E(' C)=105 MeV for states in Ne above E„=15
MeV. EFR-DWBA calculations reproduced the angular
distributions from the (' C, Be) reaction quite well and
also accounted for the difference in cross section between
the two reactions qualitatively.

Most of the states in Ne' that are strongly populated
by the a-transfer reactions have nearly 100%%uo branching
ratios for decay into ' 0+a. Hence the difference in
cross section for the ' C- vs '3C-induced reactions helps to
explain the fact that the structures observed in the

C(' O,a) reaction were not seen in ' C(' O,a) as report-
ed in Ref. 1. Finally we note that the results from a mea-
surement of the ' C(' O,a' 0}Be reaction shows the
same excited states in Ne that we observed in the present
reaction.

V. SUMMARY

The 0(' C, ' Be) Ne reaction has been studied at an
incident energy of E(' C)=109 MeV. The experimental
angular distributions have been compared to exact finite
range distorted-wave Born approximation (EFR-DWBA)
calculations. The calculations reproduced quite well the
general features observed in the data. The ambiguity in
the calculations due to the variation irj predicted cross
section from different optical model parameters precluded
us from extracting reliable a-spectroscopic factors for
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